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ABSTRACT To examine the global diversity of Streptococcus agalactiae (group B streptococci [GBS]) and to elucidate the evolu-
tionary processes that determine its population genetics structure and the reported changes in host tropism and infection epide-
miology, we examined a collection of 238 bovine and human isolates from nine countries on five continents. Phylogenetic analy-
sis based on the sequences of 15 housekeeping genes combined with patterns of virulence-associated traits identified a
genetically heterogeneous core population from which virulent lineages occasionally emerge as a result of recombination affect-
ing major segments of the genome. Such lineages, like clonal complex 17 (CC17) and two distinct clusters of CC23, are exclu-
sively adapted to either humans or cattle and successfully spread globally. The recent emergence and expansion of the human-
associated and highly virulent sequence type 17 (ST17) could conceivably account, in part, for the increased prevalence of
neonatal GBS infections after 1960. The composite structure of the S. agalactiae genome invalidates phylogenetic inferences ex-
clusively based on multilocus sequence typing (MLST) data and thereby the previously reported conclusion that the human-
associated CC17 emerged from the bovine-associated CC67.

IMPORTANCE Group B streptococci (GBS) (Streptococcus agalactiae) have long been recognized as important causes of mastitis in
cattle. After 1960, GBS also became the most prevalent cause of invasive and often fatal infections in newborns. At the same time,
GBS are carried by a substantial proportion of healthy individuals. The aims of this study were to elucidate the genetic mecha-
nisms that lead to diversification of the GBS population and to examine the relationship between virulence and host preference
of evolutionary lineages of GBS. Genetic analysis of GBS isolates from worldwide sources demonstrated epidemic clones adapted
specifically to either the human or bovine host. Such clones seem to emerge from a genetically heterogeneous core population as
a result of recombination affecting major segments of the genome. Emergence and global spread of certain clones explain, in
part, the change in epidemiology of GBS disease and may have implications for prevention.
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Cattle and humans are the main reservoirs for the pyogenic
Streptococcus agalactiae, which only occasionally has been iso-

lated from other animal species (1). In 1933 to 1938, Rebecca
Lancefield described S. agalactiae isolates from bovine sources as
group B streptococci (GBS) and divided the group into a number
of serotypes; the number of serotypes was later increased to a total
of 10. GBS are still documented as one of the major causes of
subclinical mastitis in dairy cattle in some countries (2, 3). Lance-
field also recognized GBS as a human pathogen, but before 1960,
reports on the clinical significance of this bacterium for humans
were only sporadic (4). After 1960, GBS became the leading cause
of invasive neonatal infections in developed countries (5, 6). The
reason for this change in human disease incidence, which does not
appear to be associated with increased attention or improved di-
agnostic techniques, remains unknown (4, 7). GBS rarely cause
infections in healthy adults; however, occasionally it may cause
morbidity in the elderly, in pregnant women, and in patients with
underlying predisposing conditions (8).

S. agalactiae is also a common member of the human intestinal

and vaginal microbiota. The reported carriage rates among both
women and men vary between 10 and 36% (5, 8), and the cumu-
lative carriage rate over a 1-year period may exceed 50% (9). New-
borns of mothers who carry GBS are often colonized during de-
livery (10).

In a pioneering population genetics study of GBS performed by
multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE), Musser et al. (11)
demonstrated two evolutionary clusters among serotype III GBS
isolates from diseased and asymptomatic neonates in the United
States. These two clusters, one of which (electrophoretic type 1
[ET 1]) was significantly more associated with invasive disease
than the other, were subsequently confirmed by multilocus se-
quence typing (MLST) and assigned to clonal complex 17 (CC17)
and CC19, respectively (12). The results of several studies support
the hypothesis that CC17 consists of hypervirulent GBS adapted
to the human host (13–15). It has been speculated that GBS iso-
lates of bovine and human origins constitute separate populations
(14, 16, 17). Accordingly, no close relatedness between bovine and
human serotype III GBS isolates was observed in some studies (18,
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19), while others suggested that the neonatal invasive CC17 has
arisen from a bovine ancestor (14, 20).

Recently, Brochet and coworkers analyzed the genomes of
eight human isolates of GBS and interestingly demonstrated that
these genomes had been shaped by conjugal transfer of large DNA
segments (21). According to the MLST database, a total of 482
sequence types (STs) of GBS that constitute a limited number of
complexes were recognized as of February 2010 (http://pubmlst
.org/sagalactiae/), but information on isolates of bovine origin is
largely missing.

The goals of the genetic analyses presented in this paper were to
examine the diversity of the GBS population of both human and
bovine origin at the global level, to elucidate the evolutionary pro-
cesses that determine its population structure and the observed
differences in virulence potential, and to examine characteristics
and patterns of host tropism. We show that no simple monophy-
letic model for the evolution of GBS exists. Rather, our results
support the conclusion that the genome of GBS is shaped by re-
combination involving large genome segments and indicate that
some of the clones may have emerged recently and disseminated
globally.

RESULTS
Initial characterization and sorting of isolates. Of the 267 GBS
isolates obtained from 14 laboratories in nine countries on five
continents, 128 were from human patients and healthy carriers
and 139 were isolates from cattle with mastitis. All human isolates
were considered epidemiologically independent. Initial sequenc-
ing and analysis of the genes encoding initiation factor B (infB),
superoxide dismutase A (sodA), and C5a peptidase (scpB) showed
that bovine isolates obtained by sampling different quarters on the
same animal and isolates obtained from the same farm were iden-
tical and considered to be doublets. Therefore, 29 of the 139 bo-
vine isolates were excluded from further analysis. The sources and
origins of the remaining 238 isolates are listed in Table S1 in the
supplemental material.

Initial cluster analysis of the 238 isolates based on sequences of
the two housekeeping genes infB and sodA, previously shown to be
useful markers of GBS lineages (18, 19, 22), revealed 12 clusters of
two or more strains (provisionally labeled clusters A to L) and 10
singletons (Fig. 1). This preliminary analysis identified a strong
host association of isolates belonging to most clusters. Thus, 41
out of 44 isolates belonging to the division consisting of clusters H
to L and two associated singletons were from cattle, whereas 35
out of 36 isolates in cluster E were of human origin. In contrast,
the major cluster of 117 isolates (cluster A) included a mixture of
bovine and human isolates.

To obtain further information on the degree of genetic and
phenotypic heterogeneity of the individual lineages identified by
the preliminary cluster analysis, we examined the 238 isolates for
molecular capsule type, presence of pilus islands (pilus island 1
[PI-1], PI-2a, or PI-2b), presence and sequence of the scpB gene,
presence or absence of the group II intron GBSi1 (GBS intron 1)
and of the �-antigen/�-protein gene (bac), and selected pheno-
typic traits. The results summarized in Table S2 in the supplemen-
tal material show that clusters that were homogeneous with regard
to host association also showed a high degree of homogeneity in
genetic and phenotypic traits. For example, all 36 isolates of the
human-associated group E had cps type III and harbored PI-2b
and the group II intron GBSi1 but lacked the bac gene and the

ability to ferment lactose. In contrast, isolates of the other pre-
dominantly human cluster, cluster G, had cps type Ia and carried
PI-2a but lacked PI-1. The 44 isolates of bovine clusters H to L
lacked the scpB gene (except for three human isolates) and the bac
gene, carried PI-2b (two of the three exceptional human isolates
carried PI-2a) and the group II intron GBSi1, and, with few excep-
tions, fermented lactose. Capsule gene types varied among the
individual bovine clusters H to L. The heterogeneity of cluster A
was confirmed by both genetic and phenotypic results. Notably,
cps types Ib and IV and the bac gene encoding �-antigen were
exclusively associated with cluster A.

As exemplified by the difference between cluster E and the
group of clusters H to L mentioned above, the presence of the scpB
gene was strongly associated with isolates of human origin. This
gene, which encodes C5a peptidase, was detected in 125 of the 128
human isolates (98%) and only in 48 of the 110 bovine strains
(44%). Sequencing of the 173 scpB genes that were detected by
Southern blot analysis revealed five distinct alleles, of which allele
A, found in one-third of the human isolates of group E, encodes a
protein without C5a peptidase activity but with retained affinity
for fibronectin (23). Likewise, the ability to ferment lactose was
strongly associated with origin. Of the 110 bovine isolates of the
collection, 101 (92%) fermented lactose, in contrast to only 16
(13%) out of 128 isolates of human origin.
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FIG 1 Preliminary clustering of bovine and human GBS isolates. The tree was
constructed using the minimum evolution criterion. The analysis was based on
concatemers generated from sequences of internal fragments of two genes,
infB and sodA. A total of 238 GBS isolates were included in the analysis; of
these, 228 were assigned to groups (groups A to L) of two or more isolates, and
10 were singletons (indicated by the smallest circles). The size of the circle
reflects the number of isolates in the group. The sizes of groups consisting of
one isolate (singleton), two isolates, and three isolates are shown in the symbol
key. HV and LV indicate the locations of five serotype III isolates representing
high-virulence and low-virulence clones (three HV clones and two LV clones),
respectively, described by Musser et al. (11). Summaries of characteristics for
isolates assigned to the 12 groups are listed in Table S2 in the supplemental
material. The 55 representative isolates were selected within the groups (52
isolates) and among “outsiders” (three isolates marked by asterisks).
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As shown in Table S2 in the supplemental material, the pres-
ence or absence of pilus islands and their allelic variants correlated
with the clusters identified. While all 238 isolates carried PI-2, PI-1
was missing in 54% of the bovine isolates (59/110) and in 24% of
the human isolates (31/128). Variant PI-2a was exclusively asso-
ciated with clusters A, F, G, and K and was detected in both human
and bovine isolates.

Overall agreement between clusters identified by different
approaches. On the basis of the results of the analyses described
above, we selected 55 strains as representative of the major lin-
eages of the GBS population for further detailed analysis. This
analysis was based on sequences of fragments of 15 housekeeping
genes, including infB and sodA, the seven genes used in the MLST
GBS scheme (adhP, atr, glcK, glnA, pheS, sdhA, and tkt) (12), and
six additional genes (dnaG, gdhA, hexA, murC, pgm, and polC) (for
details, see Table S3 in the supplemental material). The six extra
genes were chosen on the basis of published genome sequences
(24–26) to ensure coverage of different parts of the GBS genome
(Fig. 2). The scpB gene was not included in this analysis, because
the gene was missing in most bovine strains (see Table S2 in the
supplemental material).

Cluster analysis based on the 15 genes identified a total of 33
allelic profiles among the 55 strains (Fig. 3). Restricting analysis to
the conventional seven MLST loci allowed us to assign ST num-
bers to these 55 strains. As expected, this analysis resulted in lower
resolution and reduced the number of allelic profiles/sequence
types (STs) to 24. eBURST analysis assigned 14 out of the 24 STs to
recognized clonal complexes, while 10 STs were singletons (see
Materials and Methods).

Figure 3 summarizes the information on each of the 55 strains
related to a tree generated by analysis of concatemers of sequenced
fragments of 15 housekeeping genes (for details, see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material). Apart from the expected increased reso-
lution obtained by adding genes to the analysis, an overall congru-
ence was observed between clusters identified by analysis of 2, 7, or
15 genes. One important example was that the analysis based on
15 genes subdivided sequence type 23 (ST23) into two well-
defined clusters comprising human cps type Ia isolates and bovine
cps type III isolates. It is noteworthy that these two clusters were
distinguished by both infB and sodA sequences and by distinct gdh
alleles (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). This confirms the
heterogeneity among ST23 strains previously observed by DNA
array hybridizations (27) and shows that clinically important GBS
populations of different serotypes and host specificity are not nec-
essarily distinguished by the current MLST scheme. The positions
of the 24 STs distinguished by MLST analysis in relation to all 472
STs recognized by 1 February 2010 are shown in Fig. S2 in the
supplemental material and demonstrate that all major parts of the
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FIG 2 Schematic map of the S. agalactiae genome showing the positions of
pilus islands (PI-1 and PI-2) and of genes examined in the present study. Genes
used in conventional MLST analysis are indicated in green. The eight addi-
tional genes are indicated in red. Other genes, which were not included in the
clustering analyses, are shown in blue. Locus tags and positions are given for
the genes of strain 2603V/R (25), except for the genes missing in this GBS
strain: those encoding �-antigen (bac) and 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase
(lacG). The locus tags and positions for these two genes are given for strains
A909 and NEM316, respectively. The complete genome sequences of the GBS
strains NEM316, 2603V/R, and A909 have been determined (24 –26), and all
three show conserved gene order (synteny).

FIG 3 Extended characterization of 55 representative S. agalactiae isolates.
The dendrogram shown to the left was constructed by a clustering analysis
using the minimum evolution criterion based on concatemers generated from
sequenced internal fragments of 15 genes. The table to the right of the dendro-
gram summarizes the main results for each cluster. For details, see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material. The table shows the provisional group assignment
(Fig. 1; see Fig. S1 and Table S2 in the supplemental material), host, MLST
result, cps type (Cap), and pilus island distribution. The host is indicated as
follows: B, bovine; H, human. The clonal complex (e.g., CC67) and the pres-
ence of singletons (S) inferred by conventional MLST are shown in the MLST
column. The pilus island distribution (Pili column) is indicated within brack-
ets as follows: 1, presence of PI-1; [minus], absence of PI-1; 2a, presence of
PI-2a; 2b, presence of PI-2b. The number of isolates is shown in parentheses in
the host, MLST, Cap, and Pili columns.
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GBS population are represented by the 55 strains selected for de-
tailed analysis.

Replacements of large genome segments distort phyloge-
netic signals. In spite of the overall agreement of clusters identi-
fied by analyses based on different numbers of loci, the compari-
son revealed notable differences in the inferred mutual
relationships (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). Most no-
tably, the relationships between CC23, CC19, and CC1 inferred by
the two dendrograms (based on 7 and 15 genes) differed. To trace
phylogenic signals in the actual sequences, we then performed
multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA) on concatemers of the 15
gene sequences ordered according to their position in the genome
and constituting a total of 6,731 nucleotides. Alignment of the
concatenated sequences revealed 150 polymorphic sites (2.2%),
83% of which were phylogenetically informative.

To evaluate the contribution of homologous recombination as
a potential explanation for the noncongruent dendrograms, we
performed three different analyses. First, analysis of the associa-
tion between allelic variants in the 15 gene loci showed evidence of
significant linkage disequilibrium. One example is the association
between sodA allele F and infB allele A. Out of the 238 isolates in
the collection, 117 had both of these alleles (group A, Fig. 1 and
Table S2 in the supplemental material), 102 had none of them
(groups C, E to J, and L and three singletons), and only 19 isolates
possessed one of the two alleles alone (groups B, D, and K and
seven singletons). These frequencies are significantly different
from the expected frequencies if randomly associated (P � 0.001)
and suggest a clonal population structure. Second, a neighbor net
analysis based on the concatenated sequences depicted a network
of numerous splits which, in contrast to the significant linkage
disequilibrium, is indicative of recombination, although an over-
all tree-like structure is maintained (see Fig. S4 in the supplemen-
tal material). Third, we further subjected fragments of the con-
catamers of 15 genes to separate analysis. The concatemers were
divided into two halves, i.e., nucleotides 1 to 3269, representing
eight gene loci located in the first half of the circular genome
(corresponding to positions 72071 through 1076765 in the ge-
nome of strain 2603V/R), and nucleotides 3270 to 6731, repre-
senting seven gene loci located in the second half of the genome
(positions 1343429 through 2129503) (Fig. 4). Neighbor-joining
trees generated from the respective concatemers representing the
two halves of the genome exhibited pronounced differences in
topology (Fig. 4). For example, analysis based on genes located in
the second half of the genome showed that CC19 strains were
most closely related to CC23 strains (mean genetic distance,
0.0036) and most remote from CC1 (mean genetic distance,
0.0090). In contrast, analysis based on the genes located in the first
half of the genome showed the opposite relationships, i.e., CC19
and CC23 were the most distantly related of all clusters (mean
genetic distance, 0.0069), whereas CC19 and CC1 merged into one
single cluster (mean genetic distance, 0.0020). Thus, although
each of the trees was supported by high bootstrap values (Fig. 4),
none of them reflected the phylogeny inferred from analysis of
sequences sampled from the entire genome (Fig. 3). The lack of
congruence of trees based on genes in the two halves of the ge-
nome indicates that different segments of the GBS genome
evolved independently. A similar lack of congruence was observed
when trees based on the seven traditional loci used in MLST and
on the 15 loci were compared (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental
material).

To analyze the contribution of homologous recombination to
the population structure of GBS in further detail, we made an
inventory of the polymorphic sites recognized in all 16 gene loci
sequenced, including scpB. The variable sites for the 55 represen-
tative isolates were tabulated sequentially according to their posi-
tion in the genome (see Fig. S5 in the supplemental material).
Obvious examples of polymorphisms due to recent single-
nucleotide substitutions within clusters were rare. However, the
allelic variation between clusters showed a pronounced mosaic-
like pattern. Notably, long, apparently continuous stretches of
identical alleles were shared by isolates assigned to different clus-
ters. For example, isolates in CC19 have a large block of alleles
identical to a block of alleles in CC1 isolates, followed by a block of
alleles with identity to a block in CC17 isolates and a block of
alleles with identity to a block in CC23 isolates. This suggests that
very large fragments of the genome are involved in the recombi-
national events. Likewise, ST221, some ST23 isolates (represented
by, for example, isolate 29 and 5 other strains), and ST2 isolates of
CC1 have a mosaic of shared alleles (see Fig. S5 in the supplemen-
tal material) that suggest several independent recombinational
events. Together, the results show that successful recombination
events affecting large areas of the genome have confounded the
relationships between GBS clusters.

DISCUSSION

S. agalactiae is a member of the commensal microbiota of the
human intestinal and genitourinary tracts and is also an impor-
tant pathogen in humans and cattle and is occasionally found in
other species. The different spectra of relationships to the respec-
tive hosts and of the types of infections caused by GBS raise the
question of whether different GBS lineages are adapted to specific
hosts and to a commensal or pathogenic life style. Detailed knowl-
edge of the evolutionary processes that may lead to differences in
host tropism and virulence may also provide an explanation for
the emergence of GBS as a dominant pathogen in neonates after
1960 (28). Our population genetics study, which was designed to
answer these questions, demonstrated that recombination involv-
ing large fragments of the GBS genome occasionally result in host-
specific clones that successfully disseminate globally and cause
disease.

When particular genetic variants of bacteria are sequestered in
geographically or ecologically isolated subpopulations, associa-
tion signals that do not reflect the entire population may occur.
The majority of reported population genetic studies of GBS were
based on relatively small or geographically restricted collections of
isolates often obtained from either humans or cattle. In this con-
text, it is noteworthy that the prevalence of some clonal complexes
that are considered more virulent varies at different geographic
locations (13, 27). In an attempt to overcome this potential bias,
we collected both human and bovine isolates from geographically
widespread areas of the world and omitted isolates with obvious
epidemiological relationships. As in most studies, the overrepre-
sentation of isolates from humans or cattle with infections may
have resulted in an incomplete picture of the natural population
of GBS. Thus, our data may reflect the more virulent part of the
GBS population, and potential relationships between some lin-
eages may have been missed.

At a first glance, the population genetics structure of GBS as
reflected in a dendrogram based on 15 gene loci appears clonal
with deep branches (Fig. 3). Cluster analysis using different mod-
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els unambiguously assigned most of the isolates to six major clus-
ters equivalent to the recognized clonal complexes CC1, CC10,
CC17, CC19, CC23, and CC67. Clonality was further supported
by strong linkage disequilibrium between particular alleles in in-
dependent loci.

Clonal population structures occur when recombination is ab-
sent or when the recombination rate is low compared to the mu-
tation rate. In such cases, phylogenetic trees constructed from
different portions of the same data set would largely show congru-
ence. Nevertheless, comparative phylogenetic analysis of two
halves of the GBS genome based on our data set of 15 housekeep-
ing genes showed strikingly different tree topologies (Fig. 4) in
apparent conflict with the linkage disequilibrium of alleles at some
loci mentioned above. Relatively few de novo mutations were de-

tected, and isolates assigned to distinct clusters contained identical
alleles and, in some cases, exhibited long, apparently continuous
stretches of identical alleles in several gene loci covering particular
genome segments (see Fig. S5 in the supplemental material). This
mosaic of long segments in the GBS genome is strong evidence of
recombination and provides population-based support for the re-
cent observation by Brochet and coworkers (21) based on in silico
analysis of eight GBS genome sequences that large conjugal re-
placements of the chromosome play an important role in the evo-
lution of GBS. The apparent conflict with the observed linkage
disequilibrium can be explained by the linked transfer of multiple
genes located in the affected genome segments.

On the basis of our findings, we propose that GBS consist of a
large and diverse core population, the majority of which act as
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commensals in humans and possibly in cattle and certain other
animal species. This is reflected in CC1, CC10, and associated
singletons that could not be assigned with confidence to any of the
six clusters because they combine genetic markers of several of
these (see Fig. S1 and Fig. S5 in the supplemental material). This
core population of GBS has an almost unlimited pool of genes in
agreement with the open pangenome concept of Tettelin et al.
(26) and shows lack of correlation between capsular type, geno-
type, host tropism, and other properties as a result of frequent
recombination resulting in the composite genome structure de-
scribed by Tettelin et al. (26) and Brochet et al. (21, 27). Occa-
sional emerging recombinant clones will possess properties that
allow them to successfully disseminate (clonal expansion) and to
cause disease in particular hosts. CC17, which includes the highly
virulent serotype III defined by Musser et al. (11), is a typical
example of a homogeneous “epidemic clone” with rapid global
dissemination and successful adaptation to a special habitat, hu-
man neonates. In agreement with this scenario, the genetic diver-
sity within the core population is extensive, whereas CC17 and the
two fractions of CC23 show very limited diversity, indicating that
they emerged recently from the core population (Fig. 3; see Ta-
ble S2 in the supplemental material). In contrast, the diversity of
the cluster constituting CC67, which is adapted to the bovine host,
is significantly higher, presumably reflecting a longer evolutionary
history. Like CC17, CC67 may have emerged after “en bloc” trans-
fer of major chromosomal sections but, unlike CC17, subse-
quently diversified through additional recombination events af-
fecting minor genome fragments (see Fig. S5 in the supplemental
material). The latter process may also explain the diversification of
CC23 into two separate lineages associated with humans and cat-
tle.

Emergence and clonal expansion of epidemic clones, such as
ST17, may conceivably account for a part of the striking increase
in neonatal morbidity due to GBS after 1960. On the basis of
MLST data, it has been proposed that ST17 and ST67 emerged
from a common bovine ancestor (14). The alleged close genetic
relationship suggested by four out of seven identical MLST gene
alleles was supported by the results of hybridization experiments
with eight short sequence tags that were identified on the basis of
sequences unique to CC17 among human serotype III isolates
(19) and on the distribution of mobile genetic elements, such as
GBSi1 (20). However, according to our results, bovine CC67 and
human CC17 differed in alleles of seven out of eight additional
housekeeping genes examined, in the presence of the C5a pepti-
dase gene scpB, in the ability to ferment lactose, and in the pres-
ence of pilus island PI-1 (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Although both clusters carried GBSi1 in agreement with previous
reports (20, 29, 30), this was the case for half of the isolates as-
signed to other clusters (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Collectively, our data show that CC17 and CC67 are more dis-
tantly related than predicted by analysis based on the seven MLST
gene loci and do not support the conclusion that the highly viru-
lent human CC17 emerged recently from bovine CC67. Our data
rather support the evolutionary scenario that CC17 step by step
emerged by recombination between strains belonging to different
clonal complexes, one of which may have been CC67. Multiple
occasions of conjugation and fragmentation of the genomes fol-
lowed by homologous recombination conceivably explain the
mosaic-like patterns of relationships between strains of individual

clonal complexes. This conclusion should be substantiated by fu-
ture analysis of complete genome sequences.

The findings of this study redefine the significance of several
properties usually associated with GBS virulence. All isolates as-
signed to the successful human pathogenic cluster CC17 carried
the scpB gene, which is considered a putative virulence factor in
Streptococcus pyogenes and in GBS. However, 33% of the isolates in
CC17 (group E [see Table S2 in the supplemental material]) car-
ried the A allele that encodes a truncated protein without C5a
peptidase activity but with retained affinity for fibronectin (23).
The fact that isolates in CC17 appear to have enhanced virulence
suggests that fibronectin adhesion activity, rather than the ability
to cleave C5a, is a pathogenicity factor in neonatal infections. As
shown in Table S2 in the supplemental material, the A allele of
scpB has spread within the GBS population, indicating that pos-
session of this allele may provide a selective advantage. In GBS, the
scpB gene is located on a composite transposon together with lmb,
which encodes a laminin-binding surface protein (31). Presum-
ably, this genetic element has been acquired from S. pyogenes by
horizontal gene transfer. The fact that our collection included
three strains isolated in the 1930s that harbor the scpB gene shows
that acquisition of the C5a peptidase gene by GBS took place long
before the significant increase in neonatal GBS infections in the
1960s. Isolates assigned to the bovine cluster CC67 all lacked the
scpB gene, which indicates that none of the two features of the C5a
peptidase mentioned are essential for colonization or infection of
cattle (32). This is in agreement with the specific induction of scpB
by human serum, but not bovine serum (33).

Another striking difference between isolates obtained from hu-
mans and cattle is the ability to ferment lactose. The bovine iso-
lates were obtained either from cattle with mastitis or from milk
samples. The feature may be one mechanism of the adaptation of
GBS to the bovine udder, because lactose constitutes approxi-
mately 5% of bovine milk by weight. One notable lactose-
fermenting strain was strain NEM316, whose genome has been
sequenced.

The �-antigen is a protein associated with the cell wall that
binds human IgA and plasma protein factor H (34). The gene
encoding this protein was detected in less than 20% of the isolates
and was not present among isolates assigned to CC17 or CC67.
Accordingly, the �-antigen does not appear to be an essential vir-
ulence factor in GBS, or alternatively, the same function is associ-
ated with a different protein in some strains.

Recently, pili involved in adhesion to host tissues during colo-
nization were demonstrated in GBS (35). The general presence of
PI-2 genes irrespective of host association supports their signifi-
cance in colonization of both the human and bovine host and
underscores their potential as a component of a vaccine against
GBS infections as previously suggested (36). PI-1 genes, in con-
trast, were absent in several lineages.

It has been suggested that diversity in capsular types is achieved
mainly through horizontal transfer of genes encoding enzymes
and other proteins involved in the synthesis and assembly of sac-
charide components of the individual capsular types (37) and that
capsule switching, as a result, occurs frequently in the GBS popu-
lation (12, 26, 30, 38). Nevertheless, among the major evolution-
ary lineages revealed by our population genetics analysis, three
lineages, CC17 and the two subclusters within CC23 (Fig. 3), con-
sisted almost exclusively of isolates belonging to single capsular
types (i.e., either cps type III or Ia) consistent with their general
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genetic homogeneity and recent emergence. While this finding
supports short-term stability in the capsular type, the multiple
types expressed by isolates belonging to more heterogenic and
presumably evolutionarily older lineages support the hypothesis
that capsule switching is a regular phenomenon within the diverse
core of the GBS population (Fig. 3).

There are several important practical consequences of our
findings. MLST has been generally accepted as the standard
method of genotyping, but the inability of the method to distin-
guish two clinically separate populations of CC23 indicates that
the number of loci selected for the GBS scheme is insufficient in
this case. Moreover, the fact that the MLST loci are located pri-
marily in one half of the genome (Fig. 2) combined with the con-
jugal transfer of unusually large parts of the GBS genome may
result in flawed conclusions if the MLST genes are used for phy-
logenetic analyses. For example, according to the MLST data, CC1
and CC19 are the closest neighbors, whereas a more comprehen-
sive sampling of the genome shows that they are as distant as any
pair of complexes in the population (Fig. 3; see Fig. S3 in the
supplemental material). Similar problems arose when the MLST
data were used for eBURST analysis. Our data illustrate that
eBURST analysis based on the seven MLST loci links groups that
are otherwise unrelated according to a more comprehensive cov-
erage of the genome. For example, it has been concluded that
CC17 may include both serotype III and serotype II isolates (39).
However, our analysis of extended allele profiles clearly demon-
strates that CC17 is a very homogenous cluster of cps type III
isolates only.

In conclusion, our study provides new information on the
population structure of S. agalactiae and on the genetic mecha-
nisms behind the emergence of host-specific clones that success-
fully spread globally. Conceivably, emergence of the human-
associated highly virulent ST17, which is still highly conserved,
partly accounts for the increased prevalence of neonatal GBS in-
fections after 1960. The composite structure of the S. agalactiae
genome invalidates phylogenetic inferences based on MLST data,
and the results obtained are at variance with the previously re-
ported conclusion that the human-associated CC17 and the
bovine-associated CC67 emerged from a recent common ances-
tor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial isolates and culture conditions. The strain collection included
267 GBS isolates of bovine and human origin. The strains were requested
from 14 recognized laboratories in nine countries (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material), and all strains obtained were included in the
study without preconditions. The human isolates were recovered from
episodes of invasive disease, from vaginal samples obtained from asymp-
tomatic women, and from healthy neonatal carriers. The bovine isolates
were from cattle with clinical and subclinical mastitis in dairy herds.

Strain NEM316 (24) (CIP 82.45 � ATCC 12403 � Lancefield serotype
III reference strain D136C � our strain 81), whose genome has been
sequenced, is usually listed as an isolate from a fatal case of neonatal
septicemia. However, its human origin is confirmed neither by Rebecca
Lancefield’s publications nor by the files at the Lancefield Collection of
Streptococcus Strains, Laboratory of Bacterial Pathogenesis and Immu-
nology, Rockefeller University (Vincent Fischetti, personal communica-
tion). Apparently, Lancefield received the strain from Leonard Colebrook
(original designation, 3 cole 106) (http://www.straininfo.net), and we
consider its origin unknown.

Isolates were cultured as described and species designation was con-
firmed by a combination of standard tests (40).

Phenotypic analyses. Fermentation of lactose and hydrolysis of salicin
were examined in phenol red broth base supplemented with meat extract
(0.3%) and the respective carbohydrates at a concentration of 1% (w/vol).
Test tubes were inoculated, incubated at 37°C, and observed for 7 days.
Hyaluronate lyase (hyaluronidase) activity was tested on BHI plates (3.7%
brain heart infusion agar and 2% Noble agar [BD Difco, BD Diagnostics,
Franklin Lakes, NJ] [pH 6.8] supplemented with 0.02% [wt/vol] hyal-
uronic acid [Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO] and 0.1% [wt/vol] bovine
serum albumin [Sigma-Aldrich]) (41). Bacteria were point inoculated on
the plates, which were then incubated for 18 h at 37°C and “developed” by
flooding the surface with 2 N acetic acid. Intact hyaluronic acid forms a
turbid precipitate with albumin at low pH, and hyaluronidase activity
results in a clear zone surrounding the bacterial growth.

Southern blot analysis. The restriction fragment length polymor-
phism (RFLP) typing of selected genes was performed as described previ-
ously (42). The probe for the C5a peptidase gene (scpB) area was a 3.5-kb
PCR fragment amplified by the ForW and RevW primers as described
previously (42, 43). The probe used for the �-antigen gene (bac) was a
1.3-kb PCR fragment of the gene corresponding to positions 112 to 1395
in the open reading frame (ORF) (42, 44).

Sequencing of gene fragments. Multilocus sequence typing (MLST)
was based on sequencing of the internal fragments of seven housekeeping
genes, namely, adhP, atr, glcK, glnA, pheS, sdhA, and tkt, as described
previously (12). The seven genes were amplified by PCR using Ready-
To-Go PCR beads (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), and amplicons were
sequenced on both strands (for details, see Table S3 in the supplemental
material). Assignment to particular alleles and sequence types (STs) were
performed at the S. agalactiae MLST website (http://pubmlst.org
/sagalactiae/). Similarly, internal fragments (450 to 860 bp) of nine addi-
tional genes, dnaG, gdhA, hexA, infB (22), murC, scpB (45), sodA (46),
pgm, and polC, were amplified and sequenced on both strands with the
primers listed in Table S3 in the supplemental material. Sequences were
aligned, trimmed, and compared by using the BioEdit version 7.0.5.2
(http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/) and MEGA4 (http://www
.megasoftware.net/mega4) (47) programs. Sequences of novel alleles
identified in this study were deposited in the GenBank database (http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Designations and accession numbers for the
novel alleles are listed in Table S4 in the supplemental material.

MLST and assignment to clonal groups. The most recent allelic pro-
files, including those of the nine new STs detected in this study, were
downloaded from the S. agalactiae MLST website and analyzed by the
eBURST approach (version 3 [http://eburst.mlst.net]). The isolates were
assigned to clonal complexes named according to the inferred founding
genotype, i.e., CC17, CC19, CC23, etc., as originally defined by Maynard
Smith et al. (48): “Clonal complexes are composed of two parts, a ‘con-
sensus group’, i.e., a group of bacteria that are identical at all seven loci,
and ‘single locus variants’ (SLVs) which are identical to a consensus group
at six loci but which differ at the seventh.” Isolates that did not fulfill these
criteria were regarded as singletons. Hence, a clonal complex was defined
more rigorously than the relaxed definition commonly used for BURST
lineages (12), which lately have been considered equivalent to clonal com-
plexes (15).

Molecular capsule typing. Capsular gene types (cps) were determined
by the PCR and sequencing procedure developed by Kong et al. (49).
Capsular gene type-specific sequences were amplified by PCR using eight
primer pairs. cps types Ia, Ib, and III toVI were identified directly accord-
ing to amplification of a PCR product with a single type-specific primer
set, while cps types II and VII were identified by sequencing of the ampli-
con (49). GBS isolates of cps type VIII fail to yield a 790-bp PCR amplicon
at the 3= end of cpsE-cpsF and 5= end of cpsG (49). As the method described
by Kong et al. is unable to differentiate types V and IX, isolates positive for
cps type V in the PCR were tested in a PCR specific for serotype IX (50).

Pilus typing. Oligonucleotide primers for amplification of the pilus-
encoding genes representing pilus islands PI-1, PI-2a, and PI-2b (51) were
designed on the basis of the genome sequences of isolates 2603V/R (25)
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and COH1 (26). The primers are listed in Table S5 in the supplemental
material. PCRs were performed by Pwo Taq polymerase as recommended
by the manufacturer (Roche). The following amplification conditions
were used: (i) 5 min at 94°C; (ii) 25 cycles, with 1 cycle consisting of 30 s at
94°C, 50 s at 50°C, and 1 min at 72°C for 1 min; (iii) extension step of 7
min at 72°C. Each reaction mixture contained the following: 2 �l (10
ng/�l) genomic DNA, 50 pmol of each oligonucleotide, 2.5 �l of buffer
plus MgSO4 (10�), 4 �l deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) (10 mM
each), 0.5 �l Pwo polymerase, and H2O up to 25 �l.

Detection of the group II intron GBSi1. PCR was performed to detect
the presence of GBSi1 among the isolates as described previously (52).
Ready-To-Go PCR beads and primer spafo1 combined with primer
sparev2 were used in a PCR to amplify a 1.4-kb product from the group II
intron GBSi1.

Phylogenetic analysis. Phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary
analyses were conducted using MEGA version 4 (47). Bootstrap analyses
were based on 1,000 replicates. Furthermore, multivariate tables were
made from the allelic profiles, and distance matrices were generated from
the tables by using the online program START2 (Sequence Type Analysis
and Recombinational Tests 2) (version 0.5.14 [http://pubmlst.org
/software/analysis/start2]). Alleles designated by letters (scpB and sodA
genes) were replaced with the corresponding allele numbers before the
data were inserted in the START2 program. Neighbor net networks were
generated by using the SplitsTree program version 4.2 (http://www
.splitstree.org) (53).

Statistical analysis. For 2 � 2 contingency tables, probabilities (two
sided) were calculated by the Fisher exact test with the InStat program
(version 3.06 for Windows; GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).
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